Want to work on road safety efficiently on all levels (nationally, regionally and locally)? The Netherlands ranks amongst the top 5 countries in terms of road safety thanks to its integrated road safety policy. The VIA Software that supports this policy is now available to all countries. The Software assists policymakers, road administrators and the police by converting raw speed and accident data into usable information. It is an off-the-shelf-package, built by a team with more than 30 years of experience with traffic engineering and IT.

No installation is required, all you need is a browser. Usability, performance and security are our core philosophy. Ready-made reports & real-time data.

Always a step ahead. www.via.software
Start page: keep a grip on road safety
Log in and arrive on the Start page. This screen gives signals about road safety in a specific area. The user does not have to do any analyses to get started immediately with taking measures or with monitoring the developments in the accidents and speeds in every working area.

Digital partner
All software components together form the Digital partner of policymakers, road authorities and the police: this colleague is always and everywhere available, has all relevant information and supports where necessary. An indispensable member of the team.

Data management
No need to worry about data management. VIA prepares data for analyses, keeps the maps up-to-date, ensures that security and privacy protection are properly organised and guarantees the service level in its SLA.

Reports
Spend much time in drawing up reports? The VIA Software produces reports that are ready-made, user friendly, easy to read and contain all information that the user need.

Analysing & Monitoring
Which signals are current accident data emitting? Where are the black spots? Which target groups require attention? The Software will map everything in a well-organised manner, will take over tasks and gives a grip on traffic in every working area.

Registration
VIA has developed reporting software especially for the police that makes reporting accidents simple and efficient. The user only needs to register once by using a basic digital form after which the data is immediately saved in the database.

Quality accelerator
The software draws up a report every month about the quantity and quality of the registrations per region. They are offered to the relevant police regions. This stimulates the drive to register correctly amongst police officers on the beat.

Back office
Keep control regarding the management of accounts, easily communicate with users and offer them user support. The back office is intuitive, easy to use and can be used without any specific technical know-how.